G-Class G63AMG 6x6

Infopackage 04/2013

Exterior
5 EXTERIOR –COLORS:
•9197 Obsidian black metallic
•1798 Sanidin beige metallic
•0048 designo mysticwhite 2
•7795 designo magno manganitgrey
•0056 designo magno night black

* Details on pictures may vary from Series trim *
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Interior
2 INTERIOR – PACKAGES:

.

•ZH2 Leather Designo
light brown

.

•ZF3 Leather Designo
porcelain
No other design available

* Details on
Pictures may
vary from
Series trim *
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Key Features
.

•Innovative 6x6 drive with central throughdrive axle

•Tyre pressure control system controllable on the
move

.

•Huge ground clearance and fording depth
thanks to portal axles

•Tyre pressure can be set to required level in record
time

•Total of five 100% differential locks

•Special 37’’ beadlock wheels for demanding off-road
use

.
.
.

.

•Massive pulling power from AMG 5.5-litre V8
biturbo engine
•Short shift times with AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS
7G-TRONIC

.

•Three-axle pickup body with a distinctive look

•Flared wheel arches in carbon fibre

.

•Axle and suspension components from the G
range

.

.

.

•Rally-proven, gas-pressure adjustable shock
absorbers

•Rear load area with stainless-steel roll-over bar and
bamboo floor

•Best possible degree of articulation

.

•Four electrically adjustable, heated and ventilated
individual seats

•Three-part stainless-steel underguard

.

.
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•Fully appointed in exclusive designo leather

Technical Data
Dimensions and weights












Wheelbase FA / RA 1
Wheelbase RA 1 / RA 2
Overall wheelbase mm
Track front/rear/rear
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height
Kerb weight according to EC*
Payload (kerb weight acc. to EC)
Permissible gross vehicle weight
Tank capacity (aux. tank)/total

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
kg
kg
kg
l









Overhang f/r
mm
Ground clearance mm
Ground clearance mm
Angle of approach/departure
Degrees°
Breakover angle
Degrees°
Tilt angle
Degrees°
Fording depth
mm
Slope climbing ability
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Performance and fuel consumption





Off-road data


3120
1100
4220
1790/1790/1790
5875
2110
2280
3850
650
4500
96 (63)/159

821/834
460
571
52/54
22
30
1000
100 %

Acceleration
0-100 km/h s
n/a
Top speed
160 km/h
Fuel consumption NEDC combined
l/100 km
n/a
CO2 emissions
g/km
n/a
* including driver (68 kg), luggage (7 kg) and fuel
tank 90% full

Impressions
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Impressions
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